DAYZ
‘We shall see that at which dogs howl in the dark, and that at which cats prick up their
ears after midnight.’
(H. P. Lovecraft)

Be afraid. Be very afraid. Just 4 months after its release, this ARMA II mod
became so massive with more than 1 million players (making it one of the
world’s most popular PC games) that Bohemia decided to create a
standalone game for DayZ, something quite unusual when we’re talking
about a mod. It’s not like zombies were ever forgotten or unpopular, far
from it, but thanks to a revitalization of the genre by series like The
Walking Dead or even some movies of late, it has been quite successful
everywhere
lately,
including
the
videogames
industry.
Taking place in the post-Soviet state of Chernarus, where an unknown
virus has turned the population into zombies, your role is of a survivor
with limited resources that must scavenge the world for supplies such as
food, water, weapons, ammo and medicine, while killing or avoiding both
zombies and other players - in an effort to survive the zombie Armageddon.
It’s quite simple, uh? No, it’s not. It’s in fact so hard that the average life
expectancy is something like 1 hour and 10 minutes... unless of course you
use TMCheats’ own premium hacks to raise the bar higher. As soon as we
found out about this mod and saw the endless possibilities it provides, we
just had to crack it from top to bottom to offer you a king of the hill dog
tag. Besides, these hacks and cheats will work perfectly when the DayZ
standalone is released, so start practicing with these to become a berserker
when the game is released.

How is DayZ Different?
To spice things up, the game has plenty of toys ARMAII didn’t provide,
like new weapons and vehicles (you can find crossbows and other less hitech weapons, and you can even reuse the projectiles making it a very cool
realistic thing), customized medical system (that offers you as real as it gets
body responses like too much blood loss causing you to faint, being shot

causing you pain or even the inability to walk and that will condition game
play a lot, ...). Apart from this, you have to survive hunger too, and that’s
why the game introduces you to canned food, water canteens, soft drinks
and everything else you can imagine and that can be scavenged.
Furthermore, you can now hunt wild animals to eat their flesh, as they can
be killed and gutted (with the right tools) so you avoid starving and gain
blood, which is a novelty too, as the animals that once used to be just
graphics or road kill now have a very important purpose. It is real life with
zombies added to the mix, basically.

Why Use DayZ Cheats?
First off: DayZ is not a noob friendly game! Usually, a new player will
survive for some minutes only, and that is obviously frustrating, as you
know too well that when you die you die permanently and that’s it, there’s
no cool down to save your ass, which is the most important reason to use
TMCheats, as that way you’ll survive longer; result: everything you had
gathered, from weapons to food, is now gone, thank you and come again.
Funny as it may seem, the more your survive, the more easier will be to
keep on doing so, which makes sense as you’ll get stronger and more aware
of your surroundings and options. Second, our cheats allow you to be
virtually invincible, as you can spawn anything you need when you need it,
like meds, pain killers, food, beverages, weapons, tools, etc. Then, there’s a
freaking sweet cheat that lets you spawn ANY item by just knowing its
name, even if you never had it personally, so how’s that for spiciness? This
is just the tip of the iceberg, as below you’ll find all that you need to
succeed.

What are DayZ Cheats?
DayZ cheats and hacks are TMCheat’s solution for the more radical and
obsessive hardcore player, as they provide everything needed for superior
and customized game play. We obviously gutted the game’s code and made
the best out of it, so much so that some of our hacks and cheats are
UNIQUE, meaning no other hacks and cheats site has them. Obviously,
using cheats in any game usually costs you your account or game key as

there are applications that scan for them, but the beauty of this is that we
bypassed all security measures so you can be safe at all times while
unleashing hell at Chernarus. Some other sites supply you with similar antiban measures, but they are so weak in concept and design that your account
can be banned and will not be refunded. Similar just isn’t good enough,
trust us. Whatever happens, and no matter how hard you use our cheats, our
most important concern is always your account, so fear not and go ahead,
as you won’t ever be caught. So, and this being said, what have we got in
store for you?

1. ESP
ESP (short for Extra Sensory Perception) is the ability to know
things other players don’t, and that’s as simple as powerful! You’ll
get to know the player’s, zombie’s, vehicle’s, tent’s, weapon’s or
animal’s name, distance and health whenever it applies. Basically,
this cheat offers you much coveted intel so you don’t screw up
easily: play A is using weapon X, is at a Y distance and has Z health.
Besides giving you premium info to avoid that player if you think
it’s the wisest decision, on the other hand it will also mark him as a
potential target if he is weaker than you, so you can whack him by
turning stealthy and surprise him when he’s not expecting it. Weaker
or not, you’ll take everything he’s got, allowing you to survive
further. In short, it’s essential, and combined with other hacks and
cheats listed below, essential turns to sick in no time!

2. Shape ESP
Shape ESP let’s you convert a player, animal, zombie, vehicle, tent or
weapon in the map into a geometric figure of choice between a box, a
sphere or a circle. For advanced players it’s very handy as by looking at
one of the figures they’ll be able to instantly know what’s in the
vicinity, turning a clogged map into easy to remember symbols. If a part
of the map is crowded with players or zombies, maybe it’s a good idea
to avoid it, and if you see an animal with a player in its outskirts, you
can kill two birds with a stone: predate the player, ice him, take all his
belongings and afterwards kill the animal to provide you with chow!
Just great!

3. Spawn Hacks
Simply put, it’s the cheat that will keep you way ahead of any
competition. You can spawn unlimited weapons, ammo, medicals
like bandages or painkillers, inventory items as flashlights, night
vision goggles and toolboxes, etc. and custom items, which are the
sweetest part of it: even if you never had them or got them from a
player you have killed, as long as you know its name, it’ll spawn!
This last ability is just sick, since you can have whatsoever you want
as long as you can name it! Got pwn?

4. Teleport Hacks
So, your 2D Radar (check below to know what this hack is) says
you’re 10 miles away from a hotspot filled with goons or players and
you’ve just used the Spawn Hacks and got yourself a sweet mother
Panzerfaust 3 anti-tank rocket launcher. Problem is, whenever you
get there, most probably the action will be dead and you won’t be
scavenging or looting noobs to reinforce your character. So what?!
Just use the Teleport Hacks to get to a nearby high ground and
merrily start firing your newly found boom stick in their direction,
without having to walk or drive there. When other players are still
trying to figure what’s going on, and if they start to run, just switch
from rocket launcher to sniper rifle and enjoy the duck season. This
hack also works wonders very much if you want a more discreet kill.
Let’s say you want to hack a player to bits with your machete. No
problem, teleport behind him and slice him up, simple and silent.
This hack is customizable, which means you can set any distance
that you want to teleport to and it’s done, be it a hotspot, a map
marker or the nearest town. As you can see, the beauty about ANY
TMCheat’s hacks is that you can use them solo or combine several
of them at the same time to make the edge even more insane!

5. Crosshair
Crosshair is another hack that’s good as gold, as you can configure
its size, color and structure when things get messy, like in the middle
of a shooting. With so much going on at the same time you just can’t

afford to lose track of your cross, and night time is even worse as
you can miss it easily, so color it white or red or lime green or
whatever color that suits you better. Besides, pump its size at your
will too, in case you feel it’s too small to begin with.

6. Warnings
This is probably one of TMCheats’ best offerings: everyone and
everything in your customizable close surroundings will be visible to
you, even if hidden, so that means no surprises from anyone or
anything with your new tingling spider-sense. Someone’s alive but
still at a privileged spot? My money says it’s a sniper, so combine
this hack with the teleport cheat, tele behind him and stab the bitch.
You just dusted an enemy, took hold of his possessions and found
yourself a sweet crib to snipe others yourself, how’s that for the
Warnings hack? More: if someone’s aiming at you, your spideysense will warn you too, which is priceless info! As it’s customizable
to your distance of choice, no one will ever catch you sleeping.

7. 2D Radar
You read about it above, and by now you are already more or less
certain about what it does: it will show you the players, zombies,
vehicles, tents, weapons and animals in the entire map, as well as
entity movement direction. You’ll be able to configure colors for
everything, as also the Zoom/Scale factor and position so you can
rule wherever you please. Like above, it’s a great hack to combo
with tele and some of the other useful cheats for maximum onslaught
and improved survival time. On the other hand, and this is great to
piss off someone you hate, just track whoever you want in the map
and keep on killing him just for the kicks of it. Someone will be
very, very pissed with a god stalking him at all times, and someone
will be very, very ROFLMAO with someone else’s frustration!
Guess who’ll be laughing?

8. Script Executor

Like we said before, we managed to crack the game’s security
system to respect your account. That way, we can guarantee that no
matter how hard you push, you’ll never get banned for it, as the
Battleye has been bypassed for your safety, allowing you to execute
any script you want without getting banned. Then, we also refined
the executor by making it fully DirectX based, so say goodbye to the
annoying alt tabbing of old. Whatever people say, pay no mind to it:
TMCheats’ advanced technology and our scripting expertise will
offer you plenty of good nights of gaming and sleep.

9. Profile System
Finally, another hack that’s useful for you to go back as many times
as you need, as you can save and load settings, not to mention delete
them, and auto-load them as well if you feel like it. Above all, we
provide you the freedom to do whatever you want to.

